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The Chemical Engineer
We are now going through a sustainability revolution that will rival the agricultural and industrial revolutions in the way it
will transform society. Innovation and creativity will be needed to develop radical, new products that are less damaging to
the environment and generate new business and job. The book is of interest to all business and management students,
academicians, researchers, practitioners, consultants, corporate managers, governments, non-governmental organizations
and international organizations with special interest in issues relating to HRM for sustainability. The book is centered on the
theme of HRM and sustainability. The authors have pulled different strings of HRM enabling sustainability from the
designing and assembling the HR functions for sustainability to creating sustainable culture to best practices in HRM for
sustainability. The authors have shared various perspectives in terms of the role of HRM for sustainability from culture
building to employer branding to employee engagement. The authors have also reflected upon the role of HRM in managing
future workforce and creating conducive and sustainable employee relations.

Database Management System
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Applied Chemistry-II is meant for the first year students of all branches engineering of Mumbai University. This book
provides clear and sufficient understanding of the subject to the students. The contents are organized in such a way that
the student can acquire the knowledge of applications of chemistry in engineering and technology. Each chapter has been
covered in detail with principles of chemistry with its applied aspects and a variety of numerical problems wherever
required. Additional questions and previous years university questions are included at the end of each chapter. A laboratory
manual comprising nine experiments is appended at the end for proper understanding and there will be no need to refer
other manuals.

Computational Modeling of Pulverized Coal Fired Boilers
The VETOMAC-X Conference covered a holistic plethora of relevant topics in vibration and engineering technology including
condition monitoring, machinery and structural dynamics, rotor dynamics, experimental techniques, finite element model
updating, industrial case studies, vibration control and energy harvesting, and signal processing. These proceedings contain
not only all of the nearly one-hundred peer-reviewed presentations from authors representing more than twenty countries,
but also include six invited lectures from renowned experts: Professor K. Gupta, Mr W. Hahn, Professor A.W. Lees, Professor
John Mottershead, Professor J.S. Rao, and Dr P. Russhard. This work is of interest to researchers and practitioners alike, and
is an essential book for most of libraries of higher academic institutes.

Engineering Mechanics 2015
The first four chapters of the text describe different types of signals,modulation and demodulation of these signals,various
transmission channels and noise encountered by the signals during propagation from sender to receiver end.Apart from
this,this part of the book also deals with different forms of line communication systems.A brif introduction of information
theory is also given at the end of the text so that the students become familiar with this aspect of communication systems.

Basic Electrical Engineering, 3e
Machine Design Data Book, 2e
With the growing awareness and popularity of environmental preservation, research on green computing has gained
recognition around the world. Information technology must adopt initiatives in making computers as energy-efficient as
possible, as well as design algorithms and systems for efficiency-related computer technologies. International and
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Interdisciplinary Studies in Green Computing provides coverage on strategic green issues and practices for competitive
advantages and cost-cutting in modern organizations and business sectors in order to reach environmental goals.

India Today
Machine Design is interdisciplinary and draws its matter from different subjects such as Thermodynamics, Fluid Mechanics,
Production Engineering, Mathematics etc. to name a few. As such, this book serves as a databook for various subjects of
Mechanical Engineering. It also acts as a supplement to our popular book, Design of Machine Elements. It’s a concise,
updated data handbook that maps with the syllabi of all major universities and technical boards of India as well as
professional examining bodies such as Institute of Engineers.

Proceedings of the ASME Manufacturing Engineering Division
Applied Solutions of Engineering Science
This book covers random signals and random processes along with estimation of probability density function, estimation of
energy spectral density and power spectral density. The properties of random processes and signal modelling are discussed
with basic communication theory estimation and detection. MATLAB simulations are included for each concept with output
of the program with case studies and project ideas. The chapters progressively introduce and explain the concepts of
random signals and cover multiple applications for signal processing. The book is designed to cater to a wide audience
starting from the undergraduates (electronics, electrical, instrumentation, computer, and telecommunication engineering)
to the researchers working in the pertinent fields. Key Features: • Aimed at random signal processing with parametric signal
processing-using appropriate segment size. • Covers speech, image, medical images, EEG and ECG signal processing. •
Reviews optimal detection and estimation. • Discusses parametric modeling and signal processing in transform domain. •
Includes MATLAB codes and relevant exercises, case studies and solved examples including multiple choice questions

Choose Your Career
This Book Is Intended As An Introductory Text On Microwave Circuits, Devices And Antennas. It Can Be Used Not Only By
The Students Of Physics And Engineering At The Graduate And The Postgraduate Levels, But Also By Practising Engineers,
Technicians And Research Workers In The Area Of Microwaves. It Contains Comprehensive Up-To-Date Text For A Standard
Course On Transmission Lines, Guided Waves, Passive Components (Including Ferrite Devices), Periodic Structures And
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Filters, Microwave Vacuum Tubes, Solid State Devices And Their Applications, Strip-Lines, Mics And Antennas. It Also
Includes Microwave Measurements At Length. The Written Text Is Supplemented With A Large Number Of Suitable
Diagrams And A Good Number Of Solved Examples For Reinforcing The Key Aspects. Each Chapter Has A Select
Bibliography/References And Good Number Of Problems And Review Questions At The End.

International and Interdisciplinary Studies in Green Computing
TRI Annual Report
Microwave Engineering
The present Special Issue contains a selection of papers presented at the 22nd International Conference on Engineering
Mechanics, which has been held in Svratka resort in Czech Republic under auspices of the Czech Society of Mechanics and
being a part of IFTOMM (The International Federation for the Promotion of Mechanism and Machine Science) activities. As it
corresponds with character of the conference, this Special Issue consists of several topic oriented parts: Linear and
Nonlinear Dynamics and Stability, Aeroelasticity, Hydroelasticity and Fluid Mechanics, Biomechanics, Fracture Mechanics,
Mechatronics, Reliability of Structures, Mechanics of Solids, Thermomechanics. The volume represents a well-balanced
overview of theoretical, numerical and experimental work on fundamental and applied studies.

Proceedings of International Conference on Intelligent Manufacturing and Automation
This book gathers selected papers presented at the Second International Conference on Intelligent Manufacturing and
Automation (ICIMA 2020), which was jointly organized by the Departments of Mechanical Engineering and Production
Engineering at Dwarkadas J. Sanghvi College of Engineering (DJSCE), Mumbai, and by the Indian Society of Manufacturing
Engineers (ISME). Covering a range of topics in intelligent manufacturing, automation, advanced materials and design, it
focuses on the latest advances in e.g. CAD/CAM/CAE/CIM/FMS in manufacturing, artificial intelligence in manufacturing, IoT
in manufacturing, product design & development, DFM/DFA/FMEA, MEMS & nanotechnology, rapid prototyping,
computational techniques, nano- & micro-machining, sustainable manufacturing, industrial engineering, manufacturing
process management, modelling & optimization techniques, CRM, MRP & ERP, green, lean & agile manufacturing, logistics &
supply chain management, quality assurance & environmental protection, advanced material processing & characterization
of composite & smart materials. The book is intended as a reference guide for future researchers, and as a valuable
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resource for students in graduate and doctoral programmes.

Database Management System (For Computer Engineering, University of Mumbai)
The Indian Concrete Journal
This book aims to provide a complete coverage of topics to meet the needs of first year undergraduate engineering
students as per revised syllabus of Mumbai University. It enables students to develop an understanding of the basic
concepts of the theory. All topics are written in easy language and are put point wise. For most of the students solving
numerical is big problems, this difficulty is simplified by including several solved numerical in every chapter. Author's long
experience in teaching the subject will ensure that the book will enthuse the students to assimilate the basic understanding
of engineering physics and help them understand the concepts of various branches of engineering in the higher semesters.
Key Features • Complete coverage of revised syllabus • Numerous solved examples • Previous years university questions
included • Simple diagrams and easy language

Mathematics-1: Additional Solved Gujarat Technical University Examination Questions
This book caters to the need of first year engineering students desiring to achieve a firm footage in the subject Engineering
Mechanics. It aims to support the learning of Statics and Dynamics with theoretical material, applications and a sufficient
number of solved sample problems which have been selected from examination question papers of University of Mumbai
and set in a sequential order. This text is a sincere attempt to make the subject simple and easy to understand.

Applied Physics II (University of Mumbai)
Applied Chemistry:
Collection of selected, peer reviewed papers from the International Conference of Applied Physics and Engineering (ICAPE
2014), September 17-18, 2014, Park Royal Penang Resort, Malaysia. The 30 papers are grouped as follows: Chapter 1:
Applied Materials, Chapter 2: Technologies of Environmental Engineering, Chapter 3: Building Materials and Civil
Engineering, Chapter 4: Designing and Researching in Mechanical Engineering
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Engineering Drawing And Graphics + Autocad
This book has been designed as per the Mathematics-1 course offered in the first year to the undergraduate engineering
students of Gujarat Technical University. It provides crisp but complete explanation of topics which helps in easy
understanding of the basic concepts. The systematic approach followed in the book enables readers to develop a logical
perspective for solving problems. The book also contains the list of basic formulas and the solutions on 2018 university
asked questions. Highlights: 1. Crisp content designed strictly as per the latest GTU syllabus 2. Comprehensive coverage
with lucid presentation style 3. Solutions of previous GTU examination questions 4. Diverse pedagogy includes Chapter
outline, Points to remember etc. ; 850+ Solved examples and 500+ Unsolved problems for practicing

ICPMG2014 - Physical Modelling in Geotechnics
Oilfield Review
The Importance Of Environmental Studies Cannot Be Disputed Since The Need For Sustainable Development Is A Key To
The Future Of Mankind. Recognising This, The Honourable Supreme Court Of India Directed The Ugc To Introduce A Basic
Course On Environmental Education For Undergraduate Courses In All Disciplines, To Be Implemented By Every University In
The Country. Accordingly, The Ugc Constituted An Expert Committee To Formulate A Six-Month Core Module Syllabus For
Environmental Studies. This Textbook Is The Outcome Of The Ugc S Efforts And Has Been Prepared As Per The Syllabus. It Is
Designed To Bring About An Awareness On A Variety Of Environmental Concerns. It Attempts To Create A ProEnvironmental Attitude And A Behavioural Pattern In Society That Is Based On Creating Sustainable Lifestyles And A New
Ethic Towards Conservation. This Textbook Stresses On A Balanced View Of Issues That Affect Our Daily Lives. These Issues
Are Related To The Conflict Between Existing `Development Strategies And The Need For `Conservation . It Not Only Makes
The Student Better Informed On These Concerns, But Is Expected To Lead The Student Towards Positive Action To Improve
The Environment. Based On A Multidisciplinary Approach That Brings About An Appreciation Of The Natural World And
Human Impact On Its Integrity, This Textbook Seeks Practical Answers To Make Human Civilization Sustainable On The Earth
S Finite Resources. Attractively Priced At Rupees One Hundred And Fifteen Only, This Textbook Covers The Syllabus As
Structured By The Ugc, Divided Into 8 Units And 50 Lectures. The First 7 Units, Which Cover 45 Lectures Are Classroom
Teaching-Based, And Enhance Knowledge Skills And Attitude To Environment. Unit 8 Is Based On Field Activities To Be
Covered In 5 Lecture Hours And Would Provide Students With First Hand Knowledge On Various Local Environmental Issues.

Today’s HR for a Sustainable Tomorrow
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Written Strictly as per Mumbai University syllabus, this book provides a complete guide to the theoretical as well as the
practical implementation of DBMS concepts including E-R Model, Relational Algebra, SQL queries, Integrity, Security,
Database design, Transaction management ,Query processing and Procedural SQL language. This book assumes no prior
knowledge of the reader on the subject. KEY FEATURES • Large number of application oriented problem statements and
review exercises along with their solutions are provided for hands on practice. • Includes 12 University Question paper for
C.E. department (Dec '08 - May '14) with solutions to provide an overview of University Question pattern. • Lab manual
along with desired output for queries is provided as per recommendations by Mumbai University. • All the SQL queries
mentioned in the book are performed and applicable for Oracle DBMS tool.

Reviews in Chemical Engineering
Indian Journal of Chemical Technology
Blind Welfare
The book deals with development of comprehensive computational models for simulating underground coal gasification
(UCG). It starts with an introduction to the UCG process and process modelling inputs in the form of reaction kinetics, flow
patterns, spalling rate, and transport coefficient that are elaborated with methods to generate the same are described with
illustrations. All the known process models are reviewed, and relative merits and limitations of the modeling approaches are
highlighted and compared. The book describes all the necessary steps required to determine the techno-economic
feasibility of UCG process for a given coal reserve, through modeling and simulation.

ENGG MECHANICS - MU 2011
This book aims to provide a complete coverage of topics to meet the needs of first year undergraduate engineering
students as per revised syllabus of Mumbai University. It enables students to develop an understanding of the basic
concepts of the theory. All topics are written in easy language and are put point wise. For most of the students solving
numerical is big problems, this difficulty is simplified by including several solved numerical in every chapter. Author's long
experience in teaching the subject will ensure that the book will enthuse the students to assimilate the basic understanding
of engineering physics and help them understand the concepts of various branches of engineering in the higher semesters.
Key Features • Complete coverage of revised syllabus • Numerous solved examples • Previous years university questions
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included • Simple diagrams and easy language

Principles of Communication Engineering
This book has been designed as per the Mathematics - 2 course offered in the first year to the undergraduate engineering
students of GTU. The book provides in-depth coverage and complete explanation of topics which will help in easy
understanding of the basic concepts. The methodical approach followed in the book will enable readers to develop a logical
outlook for the course. Salient Features: ✔ Complete coverage of the GTU syllabus ✔ Solutions of GTU examination
questions within chapters ✔ Diverse pedagogy o Chapter outline, Points to remember etc. o Solved examples within
chapters: 649 o Unsolved problems within chapters: 561

Microwaves : Introduction To Circuits,Devices And Antennas
Mathematics-2
The Indian Textile Journal
This Book Provides A Systematic Account Of The Basic Principles Involved In Engineering Drawing. The Treatment Is Based
On The First Angle Projection.Salient Features: * Nomography Explained In Detail. * 555 Self-Explanatory Solved University
Problems. * Step-By-Step Procedures. * Side-By-Side Simplified Drawings. * Adopts B.I.S. And I.S.O. Standards. * 1200
Questions Included For Self Test.The Book Would Serve As An Excellent Text For B.E., B. Tech., B.Sc. (Ap. Science) Degree
And Diploma Students Of Engineering. Amie Students Would Also Find It Extremely Useful.

Computational Modeling of Underground Coal Gasification
The 8th International Conference on Physical Modelling in Geotechnics (ICPMG2014) was organised by the Centre for
Offshore Foundation Systems at the University of Western Australia under the auspices of the Technical Committee 104 for
Physical Modelling in Geotechnics of the International Society of Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering. This
quadrennial conference is the traditional focal point for the physical modelling community of academics, scientists and
engineers to present and exchange the latest developments on a wide range of physical modelling aspects associated with
geotechnical engineering. These proceedings, together with the seven previous proceedings dating from 1988, present an
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inestimable collection of the technical and scientific developments and breakthroughs established over the last 25 years.
These proceedings include 10 keynote lectures from scientific leaders within the physical modelling community and 160
peer-reviewed papers from 26 countries. They are organised in 14 themes, presenting the latest developments in physical
modelling technology, modelling techniques and sensors, through a wide range of soil-structure interaction problems,
including shallow and deep foundations, offshore geotechnics, dams and embankments, excavations and retaining
structures and slope stability. Fundamental aspects of earthquake engineering, geohazards, ground reinforcements and
improvements, and soil properties and behaviour are also covered, demonstrating the increasing complexity of modelling
arising from state-of-the-art technological developments and increased understanding of similitude principles. A special
theme on education presents the latest developments in the use of physical modelling techniques for instructing
undergraduate and postgraduate students in geotechnical engineering.

Chemical Engineering
Random Signal Processing
Textbook of Environmental Studies for Undergraduate Courses
The third edition of Basic Electrical Engineering is designed for the first year engineering students of University of Mumbai.
The crisp yet complete explanation of topics will help the students easily understand the basic concepts. A plethora of
various solved examples and exercise problems will enable students to practice better and excel in examinations. Salient
Features: - Complete coverage of latest MU syllabus - Steps for drawing phasor diagrams have been covered in detail - Each
section concludes with exercises, review questions and multiple choice questions to test understanding of topics Examination-oriented pedagogy: * Solved MU problems within chapters: 106 * Solved examples within chapters: 340 *
Unsolved exercise problems: 251 * Chapter end review questions: 56 * Multiple Choice Questions: 126

Vibration Engineering and Technology of Machinery
Harness State-of-the-Art Computational Modeling Tools Computational Modeling of Pulverized Coal Fired Boilers successfully
establishes the use of computational modeling as an effective means to simulate and enhance boiler performance. This text
factors in how computational flow models can provide a framework for developing a greater understanding of the
underlying processes in PC boilers. It also provides a detailed account of the methodology of computational modeling of
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pulverized coal boilers, as well as an apt approach to modeling complex processes occurring in PC boilers in a manageable
way. Connects Modeling with Real-Life Applications Restricted to the combustion side of the boiler (the authors assume
some prior background of reaction engineering and numerical techniques), the book describes the individual aspects of
combustion and heat recovery sections of PC boilers that can be used to further improve the design methodologies,
optimize boiler performance, and solve practical boiler-related problems. The book provides guidelines on implementing the
material in commercial CFD solvers, summarizes key points, and presents relevant case studies. It can also be used to
model larger boilers based on conventional, super-critical, or ultra-super critical technologies as well as based on oxy-fuel
technologies. Consisting of six chapters, this functional text: Provides a general introduction Explains the overall approach
and methodology Explores kinetics of coal pyrolysis (devolatilization) and combustion and methods of its evaluation
Presents computational flow modeling approach to simulate pulverized coal fired boiler Covers modeling aspects from
formulation of model equations to simulation methodology Determines typical results obtained with computational flow
models Discusses the phenomenological models or reactor network models Includes practical applications of computational
modeling Computational Modeling of Pulverized Coal Fired Boilers explores the potential of computational models for better
engineering of pulverized coal boilers, providing an ideal resource for practicing engineers working in utility industries. It
also benefits boiler design companies, industrial consultants, R & D laboratories, and engineering scientists/research
students.

Target NTSE Class 10 Stage 1 & 2 Solved Papers (2015 - 19) + 5 Mock Tests (MAT + SAT) 6th
Edition
Applied Physics I (University of Mumbai)
This Book Has Been Written Strictly According To The Latest Syllabus Prescribed By U.P. Technical University, Lucknow For
Undergraduate Students Of Electronics & Communication Engineering. Its First Chapter Discusses The Microwave
Propagation Through Waveguides. The Second Chapter Describes Microwave Cavity Resonators. Third Chapter Deals With
Microwave Components. Chapter Four Explains Various Microwave Measurements.The Chapter Five Discusses Limitations Of
Conventional Active Devices At Microwave Frequencies And Introduces Various Microwave Tubes And Their Classification.
Chapter Six Is Divided Into Three 6A, 6B & 6C And Discusses O- Type (6A, 6B) And M-Type (6C) Tubes. Microwave
Semiconductor Devices Have Been Discussed In Chapters Seven To Nine. Microwaves And Their Applications Are Described
In An Introduction. Authors Have Taken Special Care In Keeping A Balance Between Mathematical And Physical Approach.
Large Number Of Illustrative Diagrams Have Been Incorporated. A Good Number Of Solved Problems, Picture From
University Examination Papers, Have Been Included For Reinforcing The Key Concepts.
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Journal of Scientific and Industrial Research
Solutions!
CHOOSE YOUR CAREER is a comprehensive account of the various job opportunities which are available today. It covers
careers along with the qualifications and other personal traits that go with the job. Addresses of the institutes where a
particular course is conducted have also been provided. Care has been taken to include all the aspects of a job as well as
the salary that goes with it. The reader will find this book to be a ready reckoner in the job market.
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